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A sporty second day at the 23rd BIKE Festival Willingen  
 
World champion at the SCOTT BIKE 
Marathon again 
  

 The second day of the BIKE Festival Willingen 2022 was a 

sporty one. At the prominent filled SCOTT BIKE Marathon Urs 

Huber won and transferred the current UCI marathon world 

champion Andreas Seewald to 2nd place. At the eMTB 

Challenge versatility was in the foreground and fun was 

important at the VPACE Kids Cup   

Willingen, 21st of May, 2022. Today the sporting highlight was the SCOTT BIKE 

Marathon, where well-known mountain bike professionals were represented. 

Among the 1,500 registered participants was the reigning UCI Marathon World 

Champion Andreas Seewald (Canyon Northwave MTB Team), who made do with a 

2nd place today. 

On the demanding 119 kilometers long course, whose challenge was primarily the 

fragmented division of the 3,333 meters of altitude, Urs Huber of Team BULLS 

won today with a time of 5:05.20,6h. "The course is very exhausting. There are 

always ups and downs. There is no passage to recover", explain the Swiss 

marathon specialist at the finish. "I saved my energy well. I knew that when I 

tackle, I had to do it right." He finally tackles on the last lap and pulled away 

from the six-man leading field with this powerful attack. The result: victory. With 

a lead of more than one minute towards the reigning world champion.  

But the latter isn't unsatisfied at all. "I didn't have the best day today," admits 

Seewald. "I had already seen at the beginning that Urs is incredibly strong. In 

the final it was very hard to follow. But overall, I'm very happy with my 

performance today and the current form."  

3rd place was secured by Simon Schneller, also from Team BULLS, who is 

particularly pleased with his podium finish. Before the start this morning, he had 

still stated that he could not assess his form yet. But surely, can he be satisfied 

with 3rd place? "The start was much faster than expected. The first half hour I 

had to fight to keep up. That's why I'm very satisfied with my placing today," 

said the BULLS rider. 
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In the women's category, Katrin Schwing (KS Trek Team) won the long course 

with a time of 6:51.28,8h. Sara Michielsens (COSMIC SPORTS) secured the 2nd 

place. 3rd place went to Rozanne Slik (KMC mountain bike team). 

All results of the individual distances and categories of the SCOTT BIKE Marathon 

Willingen 2022 can be found at: 

https://www.datasport.com/live/ranking/?racenr=24315. 

Another sporting highlight today: the Bosch eMTB Challenge supported by Trek. 

Here, above all, versatility was in demand. In a mixture of enduro, trail and 

orienteering races, different skills were an advantage.  

In the VPACE Kids Cup, the youngsters were able to gain their first downhill 

experience. A special highlight: Downhill professional Jasper Jauch was present 

at the course check and gave the young talents expert tips, which they were able 

to put into practice immediately in the subsequent race.  

More exciting sporting highlights await tomorrow. The German Enduro 

Championship will once again be held as part of the Enduro Challenge, and 

specialists will storm down the slopes at top speed in the iXS Downhill Cup.  

Of course, Germany's largest outdoor mountain bike show continues to invite 

visitors to marvel and test. 

 

All further information about the BIKE Festival Willingen 2022 as well as the 

results of the individual competitions can be found at: https://willingen.bike-

festival.de/en/. 
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